1997 toyota corolla starter relay location

These circuits can be categorized into four distinct types. This limits current flow that the ECU
power contact must handle. This configuration improves the reliability of the relay, reduces
possible voltage drop, and also isolates any inductive noise from the injectors to the EFI
Computer by utilizing the battery as a large capacitor. Continue reading here: Ignition Switch
Controlled. Toyota Service Blog Automotive current. Responses ute How to find current for efi
relay? Asmeret Yemane How does circuit opening relay work in toyota tecoma? Lukas What are
the useful of main relay in toyota cars.? Eyob Mehari What is the work of Efi relay for sienna?
Amna What do a circuit opening relay do 2. James Which one of the relays in a toyota camry
sv40 4sfe engine is the starter relay? Rorimac What is ohms fan relay toyota camry? Andrea
What will cause a toyota truck computer to mess up? William How to test efi relay toyota camry
95? Dirk Where is toyota hilux main relay located? Pauliina What is the relay and fuse that
control injector system in corolla LE? Johanna What does the opening circuit relay control?
Daniel How to get relayas out in a camry? Carl What is toyota estima main relay? Mentha What
is the purpose of the open circiut relay in a hilux? Charlie How to pull sienna main fuse? Felicity
How to test bad relay toyota tacoma? Aimee Does anyone have a photo of the open circuit relay
for a rav 4? Marianna Udinese What are the relays in engine bay of a Toyota yaris? Klaudia What
are the 5 main parts of a relay circuit? Fethawi How many relays does a toyota rav4 on fuel
system? Roxanne Where is the circuit opening relay toyota camry? Iago How to test toyota
corolla relays? Ferdinando How to test fuel relay on toyota rav4? Selamawit Yonatan What does
main engine relay operate on toyota camry v6? Ciara Where is the central relay fuse toyota
tacoma? Anne What function does a engine main relay do? Anne How to check the main relay in
a Toyota 1 ton truck? Hagos How to test corrola relay switch? Leah What is the functions d4d
toyota relays? Pancrazio Where are the main relays in a toyota sienna ? Selamawit What is
function of main relay? Delmo Where is efi main relay on 07 camry? Replaced fuse and still it
blow out. What is the equipment that this fuse is for? Do you have the same problem? Was this
answer helpful? The wiring insulation is most likely missing. Try to start the car and it will
hesitate a split second before it starts. I looked at the dash lights to see it they went out or
stayed on when this happenes and they stayed on. I have checked cables, but haven't found
anything. I thought I saw what appearded to be a blue flicker coming from the ignition switch
this morning. Battery is new and starter is yrs old. Any ideas? Thanks Was this answer helpful?
I would take the car to a locksmith and have it repaired. I have installed aftermarket
replacements from autoparts stores and have had bad results, besides you would have to carry
an extra set of keys for the ignition. How would it be causing since it doesn't look like it has
anything electrical? Switch rotates to turn electrical contacts in the housing that make contact
in the accy, on, and start mode. The switch can become worn causing it to miss the contact area
or enough space could exist to cause an arc. The fact that the lights do not dim would point to
the switch and are not making contact. I suggested a locksmith, since they can easily remove
and rebuild the switch, or replace if necessary. If it is bad, I would use a Toyota part and have it
keyed, so you can use the original key. I appreciate it. When it gets cold my car takes a little
longer than usual to start up. It still starts with the first try but barely. If I don't use my car for a
few days it will not start up if it is cold. Almost like the battery died, and a jump will get it going.
Is there anything I can do to fix this problem. This started last year, but I had put in a new starter
in last February, so I did not think I would have this problem. Check all battery terminals as well.
Try this first. Mark mhpautos Was this answer helpful? My car will not start in the cold weather.
The ignition will turn over but it makes no sound then when it warms up it starts right up?
Please help! Asap Was this answer helpful? Did you test the battery condition? Did you check
the battery terminal installation? Not even a click. The dash lights come on but no sound when
you turn the key. Check the starter relay, try swapping it with any other that is similar, to test.
Car wont start, check fuse and the 30A MA2 fuse is blown. Do you. Does fuse blow
immediately? Was this answer. Yes right after turning the ignition key, just before starting. You
will have to trace wiring for a short to ground. Thanks very much. Electrical problem Toyota
Corolla This problem only happens after the car has sit overnight. Thanks Was this answer. Yes,
it sounds like you have a problem with the ignition switch, an intermittent short or open circuit.
Looks like the ignition switch is mechanical? The ign. My car usually runs great, until winter. Hi
there, if the car is hard to start cold and ok warm, have the battery load tested as winter will
show up a poor battery, Cold cranking will drew a lot of amps and the ignition may be a bit
down on voltage as a resault. If my battery terminals have a lot of gunk on the terminals would
that be a problem also, and how should I go about cleaning those off. Mark mhpautos Was this
answer. Electrical problem Toyota Corolla 4 cyl miles I live in louisiana and it isjustnow getting
cold. Asap Was this answer. Hi Georgiaoneal, Give the starter some knocks to see if is of any
help. I have checked the battery, clean the posts, the battery is fine, the starter has been
knocked, the lights all come on when the ignition key is turned but it makes no sound. Here is a

wiring schematic with a description of the component location. On some mornings the car
doesn't want to start. You can hear something under the car making a loud clicking noise relay?
After waiting a minute or two, the car will start. This may happen on consecutive days or it may
go a couple days and do fine and start messing up again. It also has times when you turn the
key, the car hestitates a second or two before it will even do anything. I would suspect the
starter check battery and terminals, clean and tighten Was this answer. Please login or register
to post a reply. When your engine is not cranking turning over it will be mainly due to three
separate areas, first it could be the battery, cables or poor connection, next is the starter Engine
Starter Not Working? No Crank Over? Starter Is Not Working? What Do I Do? The Car Is Ok.
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Toyota Corolla Fuses and relays diagrams with
the left and right-hand drive E; , , , , , , , in the body: sedan, hatchback, liftbek, wagon. See also:
Toyota Corolla repair manuals. All content on the site Carmanualsclub. The site administration
does not bear any responsibility for illegal actions, and any damage incurred by the copyright
holders. A very useful website and found it accidently. Very helpful, but I am struggling to find
the rear wiper relay. Mine acts very strange, it could be a number of things, so am looking for
location of all electrical bits, fuses, relays, switches etc connected to the rear wiper. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This
category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Estate car. Engine compartment. Engine compartment fuse box. Daytime Running
Lights. No daytime running lights. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with
this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies
that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Instrument cluster, reversing lamps, air
conditioning, power windows, rear window heating, central locking. Audio system, interior
lighting, personal lighting, luggage compartment lighting, watches, daytime running lights,
anti-theft system. Honda City helped make these videos. The video above shows how to replace
blown fuses in the interior fuse box of your Toyota Corolla in addition to the fuse panel diagram
location. Electrical components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power
windows all have fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has
blown out. If your Corolla is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the
fuses first, because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Toyotas have
multiple interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the
interior fuse box of your Corolla is located. If your Corolla has many options like a sunroof,
navigation, heated seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses,
so make sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you
need to replace a blown fuse in your Corolla, make sure you replace it with one that has the
same amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in
question doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional
mechanic. They should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is
a short or some other problem with your Corolla. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Transmissions that leak fluid usually have
never been flushed and the seal is finally leaking. The right stop leak product can cure a lot. Car
companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and
sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs.
Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these
characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant
enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share
on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. Change center stop light. Don't be the guy with your third

brake light burnt out. Replace your car battery. Did you know that heat is worse for your battery
than cold? Replace it every 4 years. Dealing with minor transmission fluid leaks. How to seal
minor transmission fluid leaks. Minor transmission fluid leaks can often be fixed with the right
sealant - see how to do this. See all videos for the Toyota Corolla. We have a massive and
growing video library, but we don't have everything It transfers electricity from the battery to the
ignition components, which allows you to start the car in the blink of an eye. However, if the
relay fails to perform up to its standards, you will start experiencing problems and not just in
one, but many engine components such as the fuel pump and the ignition coil , among others.
An ignition relay normally sits with a few other relays and fuses in the fuse box found in the
engine bay. The area under the hood is open to contaminants and pollutants like dirt and debris
â€” the common reason behind ignition relay failure. If nothing happens on your dashboard
when you turn the key in the ignition lock, and you are sure that the car battery is charged â€”
there is a big risk that something is wrong with the ignition relay. These issues need to be
solved as soon as possible. Otherwise, you will be forced to travel without your car. The ignition
relay supplies power to essential engine parts like the fuel pump and the ignition coils. If your
car shuts off while driving , the ignition relay can be to blame. If your dashboard is blinking like
a table-flipping game, there may be an issue with the ignition relay. Situations occur when there
becomes corrosion inside of the ignition relay. This can cause the connection area inside the
relay to become too small â€” which will cause the ignition to shut off and on super fast. When
you switch off the ignition key, the ignition relay should also shut off power to all engine
components; otherwise, it will drain the car battery when you let the car stands over the night.
When the ignition relay fails, it can cause the ignition system to be activated constantly, even
when you have removed the keys from the ignition. Therefore, if you are looking at a battery that
had died when working the day perfectly before, the ignition relay could have been the cause.
Bad connection when it comes to electronics creates heat. An ignition relay with corrosion,
rust, or water inside of it can get a bad connection inside it, and this will cause a lot of heat.
Often you can see that the plastic cover melted over the relay even. If you have experienced a
burnt electronic smell before â€” you should absolutely check the ignition relay the next time
you can feel it. The ignition relay then switches the power on and allows it to reach the systems
required to be powered up so that your vehicle can function. The ignition relay is often located
in the fuse box under the hood. It can also be located in a fuse box under the dashboard inside
of the car. It will be located in the relay panel, along with many other relays installed on it. The
replacement of the ignition relay is also often very straightforward. The ignition relay is often
pretty easy to test depending on the relay type. Most ignition relays have 4 pins, and if you have
one of these, you can follow this guide. I have been working with cars for 10 years, specialized
in diagnostics and troubleshooting. I created this blog because I was tired of finding false
information on the web while looking for repair information. I hope you enjoy my content!
Contents show. Engine Stalls. Fluctuating Ignition power. Dead Battery after night. Bad
electronic smell. What is an Ignition Relay? Where is the Ignition Relay Located? Ignition Relay
Replacement Cost. Testing the ignition relay. Search This Site Search. Replacing the starter
motor in your Toyota Corolla yourself can save you from incurring a large repair bill from a
garage or dealership. The starter is situated in the front of the engine compartment and removal
is accomplished from above, using nothing but basic hand tools that you may already have in
your garage or toolbox. Replacement starters are available from most auto parts retailers and
come with warranties ranging from one year to the life of the car. Open the hood of your Corolla
and locate the air cleaner hose running over the top of the engine. Remove the end of the hose
by snapping it out of the air box than lay it off to one side. Move to the battery and find the
negative battery cable end where it connects to the terminal. Remove the retaining bolt with a
wrench and lift the cable off the battery. Locate the starter motor on the front of the engine.
Unplug the wiring harness connector from the back of the solenoid after releasing the locking
tab and lay it out of the way. Remove the upper and lower mounting bolts from the nose of the
starter then slide the starter out of the bell housing. Lift the starter out of the engine
compartment and set it aside. Lower the new starter into place and slide the nose into the bell
housing. Install the two mounting bolts into the bell housing and tighten them to 29 pound-feet
with a torque wrench. Plug the wiring harness connector into the connector on the starter
solenoid. Position the air cleaner hose back over the engine to the air filter and snap the hose in
place. Install the negative battery cable on the negative battery terminal then tighten the
retaining bolt with a wrench. After many years of working in auto parts and service positions,
Killian decided to move into journalism full-time. He has been published in "1st Responder
News" as well as in other trade magazines and newspapers in the last few years. Step 1 Open
the hood of your Corolla and locate the air cleaner hose running over the top of the engine. Step
2 Locate the starter motor on the front of the engine. Step 3 Unplug the wiring harness

connector from the back of the solenoid after releasing the locking tab and lay it out of the way.
Step 4 Remove the upper and lower mounting bolts from the nose of the starter then slide the
starter out of the bell housing. Step 5 Install the two mounting bolts into the bell housing and
tighten them to 29 pound-feet with a torque wrench. Wrench set Socket set Ratchet Torque
wrench. One of the most important â€” and most forgotten â€” components of any vehicle's
ignition system is the starter relay. This electrical part is designed to redirect power from the
battery to the starter solenoid, which then activates the starter to spin over the engine. The
proper activation of this process allows the ignition switch's circuit to complete, which will
permit you to shut the vehicle off when you turn the key off. Although it's unlikely that you'll
ever experience a problem with the starter relay, it is prone to mechanical failure and will need
to be replaced by a professional mechanic if it wears out. Most of today's modern cars and
trucks have an electronic ignition switch that is activated by remote key. This key has an
electronic chip embedded that links up with the computer on your vehicle and allows the
ignition button to activate. There are times when this type of key will impact the operation of the
starter relay and display similar warning signs as if this system is damaged. Listed below are a
few of the symptoms of a damaged or worn out starter relay. If you notice these warning signs,
make sure you contact a local ASE certified mechanic to completely inspect your vehicle as
these symptoms might indicate problems with other components. The most obvious warning
sign that a problem with the starter relay exists is when the vehicle won't start when you engage
the ignition process. As stated above, electronic keys do not have a manual ignition switch.
However, when powered, it should send a signal to the starter relay once the key is turned or
the starter button is pressed. If you press this button or if you turn the key on a manual ignition
switch and the vehicle does not turn over, it may be caused by a problem with the starter relay.
This problem may be attributed to a circuit that has failed, so no matter how many times you
turn the key, the vehicle will not start. If the circuit has not yet completely failed, you may hear a
clicking noise as you try to turn the key. In either case, you should contact a professional
mechanic to inspect the symptom and correctly diagnose the precise cause. When you start
your engine and release the key or stop pressing the starter button on a modern vehicle, the
circuit is supposed to close, which will discontinue power to the starter motor. If the starter
stays on after the engine has ignited, the main contacts in the starter relay have most likely
welded together in the closed position. When this occurs, the starter relay will be stuck in the
on position and damage will occur to the starter, circuit, relay, and the transmission flywheel if
it is not addressed immediately. If the starter relay is working properly, it will send power to the
starter every time it is engaged. However, it is possible that the starter relay will become
damaged due to excessive heat, dirt, and debris or other issues that might cause sporadic
operation of the starter. If you try to start your car and the starter doesn't activate instantly, but
you turn the key switch once again and it works, this is most likely due to a problem with the
relay. In this case, it's important that you contact a mechanic as soon as possible so they can
determine what is causing the intermittent contact. In many cases an intermittent starting
problem is linked to a bad wire connection that may become dirty due to exposure under the
hood. This symptom is common when your battery is low on amps , but is also an indicator that
your starter relay is not sending a full signal. The relay is an all or nothing device, meaning that
it either sends the full electrical current or sends nothing to the starter. However, there are
some occasions when a damaged starter relay will cause the starter to make a clicking sound
when you turn the key. The starter relay is a very durable and reliable mechanical part, however
it is possible for damage to occur requiring a mechanic to replace the starter relay. If you notice
any of these warning signs, make sure to contact one of the professional mechanics at
YourMechanic. The most popular service booked by readers of this article is Starting And
Charging Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including
diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with
all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U.
Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Starting And Charging Inspection Cost. Service
Location. Vehicle does not start The most obvious warning sign that a problem with the starter
relay exists is when the vehicle won't start when you engage the ignition process. Starter stays
on after engine started When you start your engine and release the key or stop pressing the
starter button on a modern vehicle, the circuit is supposed to close, which will discontinue
power to the starter motor. Intermittent issues starting the vehicle If the starter relay is working
properly, it will send power to the starter every time it is engaged. Clicking sound coming from
the starter This symptom is common when your battery is low on amps , but is also an indicator
that your starter relay is not sending a full signal. Home Articles. The statements expressed
above are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our
terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair.

Related Articles. How Does a Starter Motor Work? Recent Starting And Charging Inspection
reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Eugenio 26 years of experience. Request Eugenio.
Eugenio arrived on time and provided a great explanation of what's going on with the car. Hope
to book him again soon! It was well done job, In order to change the wheel bearing you need to
have the right tools and I believe to remove the bearing which is not an easy task, maybe you
should provide better tools especially for cars that they are over 10 years old. Torrieanto 12
years of experience. Request Torrieanto. Prompt, professional, and friendly. He knew his stuff
and made recommendations. Thanks so much. One of the best mechanics I have ever dealt
with. Anderson 27 years of experience. Request Anderson. Anderson was very friendly and
professional. Michael 27 years of experience. Request Michael. My interaction with Michael L. I
plan on using Michael and Your mechanic again and will highly recommend them to others.
Need Help With Your Car? Related articles. The highest tech cars can contain miles of electrical
wiring. Wires must be secured and protected from heat and debris in order to work properly.
Read more. How to Dispose of Car Batteries Car batteries have chemicals which can damage
the environment. Dispose of car batteries at a battery recycling center or a local auto supply
store. It all starts with your car battery. Your car's electrical system operates on a closed circuit,
with the main power system being the automotive battery. It uses less than Related questions
Car won't turn over Hello there, a no-start condition is a very common fault. The most likely
causes for this to happen on your Plymouth Breeze would be a battery, starter, battery cable,
ignition switch, wiring harness fault, or an open circuit. Whan engine is warm, it shuts off and
won't restart Hello there, thank you for asking about your Dodge Ramcharger. We must
determine what is going on when the engine is warm that causes the no start. The proper fuel
pressure and ignition signals must be present or it No light dimmer radio Hello. On your
dashboard, there should be a three piece button that is located between the speedometer and
the radio. One of the three buttons should have a plus and minus symbol on it. There should
also be a picture Browse other content. Schedule your Starting And Charging Inspection today!
Starting And Charging Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ. The ECM, or electronic
control module , is the computer responsible for controlling all of the engine management
functions. It is the central control unit of most vehicles and controls a variety of functions, such
as electrical system power distribution, emissions, ignition, and fuel systems. It is a very
important, if not the most important component of a modern engine management system, and
just the same as any other important electrical component it is powered through a relay. If the
relay fails, or has any issues , it can cause the vehicle to have all sorts of problems, and may
even render it undriveable. Usually a problem with the ECM power relay will produce a few
symptoms that can alert the driver of a problem that should be serviced. One of the first
symptoms of a problem with the ECM power relay is no power when the key is inserted. If the
ECM power relay fails it can cut off power to the entire vehicle. A failed relay will disable the
dash lights and warning chimes that normally come on when the key is inserted into the
ignition, and will probably be unable to start or turn over the vehicle. Another common
symptom of a problem with the ECM power relay is an engine that will not start or turn over. The
fuel and ignition systems, as well as several other engine management functions, of many
vehicles are controlled by the ECM. A bad relay may cause the vehicle to crank, but not start , or
sometimes not even crank at all. A failed ECM power relay can also cause a battery drain or
dead battery. If the relay shorts it can leave power on to the computer, even when the vehicle is
turned off. This will place a parasitic drain on the battery, which will eventually cause it to go
dead. Without it the entire engine management system will be disabled and the vehicle will not
run. For this reason, if you suspect that your ECM power relay may be having an issue, have the
vehicle inspected by a professional technician, such as one from YourMechanic, to determine if
the relay should be replaced. The most popular service booked by readers of this article is
Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services,
including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to
you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over
2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection Cost.
Service Location. No power when the key is inserted One of the first symptoms of a problem
with the ECM power relay is no power when the key is inserted. Engine will not start Another
common symptom of a problem with the ECM power relay is an engine that will not start or turn
over. Battery drain or dead battery A failed ECM power relay can also cause a battery drain or
dead battery. Home Articles. The statements expressed above are only for informational
purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more
details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Recent
Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Chris 22 years
of experience. Request Chris. Chris arrived early and had our problem solved in a short time.

Great service!! Michael 27 years of experience. Request Michael. Victor 35 years of experience.
Request Victor. Ronnie 30 years of experience. Request Ronnie. He did a great job with my car
and fixed some issues I couldn't figure out for awhile now! Need Help With Your Car? Related
articles. Symptoms of a Bad or Failing Blower Motor Relay If the blower motor doe
mitsubishi challenger owners manual pdf
2016 ford expedition owners manual
1982 honda nighthawk wiring diagram
s not function, car fuses are blown, or relays are melting, you may have to replace the car
blower motor relay. Read more. How To Fix Common Electric Window Issues Sometimes,
Sometimes, your car needs fixes that are more about convenience than anything else, and this
is true in the case of a broken component in a window. If your window is stuck down, you can
sometimes help it up The wheels may lock up if the ABS fuse is bad. Related questions Engine
not getting gas properly. Hi, this is a common mistake people make when putting a fuel pump
on. They forget to change the fuel filter. A clogged fuel filter may be what caused the pump to
go bad. I would have a technician such Brand new battery but my car won't start. Check for
problem codes that might You may need to have the relay box checked to see if you have
corrosion in the connections. Browse other content. Schedule your Vehicle Engine Electrical
Inspection today! Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ.

